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UTILIZATION OF THE ELECTROLIC TANK IN 
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The analog computer has bean rapidly gainthg favor as 

a convenient approach to the solution of many types of 

engineering problems. In certain types of problems assump- 

tions can be made that greatly reduce the complexity of the 

problem so that it will yield readily to a straightforward 

mathematical solution. Often, however, the problem is of 

such a nature that standard mathematical techniques are 

effective only for elementary situations and prove made- 

quate for practical engineering problems. An example Is 

the field problem, which can be readily solved for simple 

geometrical configurations such as cylinders and spheres, 

but for most shapes the solution is available only a an 

infinite series of Bessel functions, Hankle functions, 

etc., which are quite difficult to interpret physically. 

The use of diIta1 computers for the numerical evaluation 

of mathematical solutions has done much for this method. 

Graphical methods can often be used to give reasons- 

bis results; however, each solution is independent of others 

and for problems of synthesis the time involved often he- 

comes prohibitive. 

0f the many types of analogs, the electric analogs 

are by far the most popular because of the wide varIety of 

problems that can be solved. The various other analogs; 



mechanical, thermal, rubber membranes, soap f lime and fluid 

mappers, are usually special-purpose devices useful only 

for very limited types of problems. 

Thero are several types of electric analogs; electronic 

analoge, resistance and reactance analo,s, conductive-aol1s 

analogs, and conductive liquids or the electrolytic analog. 

The latter one is the subject of this thesis and lends it- 

self particularly well to problems governed by Laplace's 

and Poisson's equations, which include problems of elec- 

trostatics, electron ballistics, electromagnetic waves, 

fields in electric conductors, manet1e fields, elasticity, 

heat transfer arid fluid dynamics with viscous and non-vis- 

COUS flow (12, p. 4O-426). 

Discovery of the principles involved in the electro- 

lytic analogy are attributed to Kirchhoff. In lf45 he 

expressed the original idea of tracing equlpotential lines 

(13). The analogy betweon current flow and the functions 

of a complex variable was fir8t noted by axwell in 1874 

arid published in l8cil (15, artIcle 647-651). The first 

practical application seems to have been in 1875 by Adams 

(1) and the next recorded use in 1913 by Fortescue (6). 

Since about 1950 the utilization of the e1ctro1ytic tank 

has Increased very rapidly as evidenced by the literature. 

The purpose of this thesis is to derive the mathemat- 

ical analo1es which exist and show some results utilizing 



these analogies. A description of the equipment used is 

accompanied by general desin considerations and discussion 

of sources of error. 
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II. THT ELECTROiYTIC ANALOG 

An analoí:y is saie: to exist when there is a direct 

correspondence hetwee the elements of two systems such 

that the responsesof the two are similar. A simple exam- 

ple of an analoy of this type la that of a scale model, 

wherein the actual device is reducei or enlarred 1 direct 

pronortion to the orl:inal. A different t'rpe of ana1oy 

can he made between two cmip1etely different types of 

systems when the characteristic equations of the systems 

are simllar. Both of those type8 of analogies are used to 

establish the electrolytic anaio;. 

1. Analogy for Fields 

A fundamental equation that an'lies to the maor 

fields of engineering and physics is Laplace's equation. 

This equation Is stated simply as: 

V2ç( o (1) 

where 15 the varihle; ravitational potential, 

electrostatic potential or whatever is determined by the 

problem, andV2 Is the Laplacian operator which signifies 

the sum of the second derivatives with respect to all 

cartesian space variables of interest" (12, r. 27)e If 

the electrolytic tank exhibits this same characteristic 

equation then the mathematical analogy exists. 
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1or simplicity, consider a t.wo-(UrLensional ituaticn 

in which a shallow horizontal rectangular tank contains a 

solution with uniform resistivity in the x-y plane. The 

bottom and sides of the tank are an insulating material. 

Assunie also that the electrolyte is excited by applying 

constant voltages to conducting metal strips placed In the 

electrolyte. The incremental voltape drop across each 3ide 

of a differential element is equal to the net current 

flowing across the side, times a resistance per square 

which is a function of the electrolyte conductivity and 

depth, times the differe'ìtia1 length of the side and di- 

vided by the differential width through which the current 

flows. For a current flowing in the x direction this 

could be written: 

:2) 
Ay 

For a complete differential element with currents 

assumed flowing into each side of the element the expres- 

sions for the gradients at each of the four aides appear 

as: 

() = 
ax1 y 

(i!) 4 x3 
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= (5) 

= (6) 
ay 

where partial derivatives are used because more than 

one Independent variable is involved and the subscripts 1, 

2, 3 and 4 refer to the left, top, riht, and bottom aides 

of the differential elem3nt respectively. 

The rato of chane of .radients can be found by adc1in 

the crad1ents on opposite sides and dividing by the differ- 

eritial 1en%th between the: 

_1! 13E 

- a s x o 
(7) 

- () 
AX ay as -,-o 

Addition of these two equations 1ves: 

= 
' (1l+i3+1O14) (9) 

since the sm 01' the currents f1owin into the diff- 

ential element fflU8 equal zero, equation (9) becomes: 

=0 (10) 
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It can be seen that tìi8 l )alace's equation and with 

specified boundary conditions will completely describe the 

potential in the tank. A similar analysis in one or three 

dimensions will again yield Laplace's equation. It is this 

mathematical similarity that gives the electrolytic tank 

its usefulness as an analoç for field problems. 

2. Araloy fcr Complex VEt1'ihlos 

In the field of control there is another characteris- 

tie equation that the electrolytic tank can duplicate. 

The transfer function of a linear lumped-parameter feed- 

baci system can be expressed a a ratio of two polynomials 

In s, the complex variable + jw. In its factored form 

the transfer function is the ratio of the zero factors to 

pole factors tures a constant. The natural log of the 

transfer function can be written in general terms as: 

in C(s) = in (l+Ta)(l+ST),..(lT) 
(11) 

X(lsT1)(lST2) 

where Is the zero frequency rain and has a riulti- 

pie pole of order x at the origin. Any of the T's may be 

equal to wive multiple poles or zeros at other positions. 

quation (li) can also be written: 

in G(s) in 7T -s) 
(12) 

3t(5 S) 



2 is obtained from K by ruit lnr by the distances of 

the poles to the oriin, excluding those at the origin, 
and dividing by the distances of the zeros. Since the 

transfer funntion is a conp1ex number, equation (12j can 

be written: 

irA C(s) in Nd j arg c (13) 

in Ky 4 ln. IS-S2 - xitij :1 -ln j;-I 
+ i (.arg(_s.)_x ar -arg(e-s) 

(14) 

It will now he convenient to separate this expre8sion and 

corshier first the ma;nitude alone, which can be r1tten 
as: 

in !L lnIS-SI - xlnJSI - intb-SI tlb) 
K2 

To see the mathematical analogy of this to the '3lec- 

troivtic tank it i again flect8Say to conider hai1ow 

horizontal tank continin a uniform conducting solution. 

If a current I is flowing from a small vetcai conductor 

in the center of the tank to a collecting ring around the 

ed,e of the tanK the current lii the horionta1 angle dB is: 

di = Ide/2-rr (16) 

The voltage drop across a square area elenent with sides 

equal to rd' and dr, where r is the distance to the cur- 

rent scurce, is: 

dv edt eIde/2Tr (17) 



wliere eis the resistivity of the electrclite per 

square. Since for a square element d = dr/r, equation 

(17) becomes: 

dv rldr/21rr (i3) 

The potential difference between r and the collector ring, 

is the integral of equation (18). 

Vr = f eldr/r eI(ln r. - in r)/21r (19) 
r 

If a number of current sources were added in different 

places the resultant potential difference would be the 

result of superposition of the effects of all of the 

sources. Let 1, 2, ...n represent pösitive current 

sources and a, b, ...z represent negative current sources 

of equal magnitudes. The potential difference at point r 

could be written: 

(21T/eI)Vr (n-z)1r1IrI-lnIriI-1nIr2fr...1nIrI 

+in Irai ¡rbi . .ln grI (20) 

A comparison of this an equrtion (15) will show the mathe- 

matical similarity, if the electrodes carrying positive 

currents are placed at pole locations and nepative current 

sources placed at zeio locations. 1or the case of mul- 

tiple poles or zeros, the current to the point cari be 

increased by the order of the multiplicity. In the elec- 

trolytic tank points of equal potential represent contours 
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of constant magnitude and these can be plotted in the 

normal manner of tracin: equipotential linea (see section 

III-6). 

It can also be 8hown (4, p. 165-166) that phase con- 

tours are analo,ous to current flov: linos, which can then 

be treated In the same way as field lines, and are every- 

were orthogonal to the uinotentia1 line8. 

3. Scaling 

Once the mathematical similarity has been established 

it is then necessary to scale the various elements of the 

analog to those of the actual problem. In the simpler 

types o problems this is quite strai;.htforward. l'or 

example, in a problem where it is desired to find the 

voltage gratients that exist in a certain piece of appara- 

tus, it is only necessary to make n scale model for the 

tank and then trace equipotential lines as a percent of 

the total applied voltage. This allows a rapid correla- 

tion to any applied voltage on the actual equipment. In 

obtaining a plot of field lines, or current flow lines in 

a problem of heat or fluid flow, use must be made o: cor- 

tain known initial conditions. For example, lines of 

equal significance leave conductors at evenly spaced 

points. 

Tor the case of electron trajectories, scaling becomes 

more difficult. As always, it is necessary to build a 
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scale model to be placed in the electrolyte. Thc. ecuat1ons 

of the ooiution are: 

+ fE,.t1 t (21) 

where x0 Is the initial position, 

V0 is the initial velocity, 

c/rn is the charge to mass ratio, 

E. is the bradient in the x direction. 

The equation for y Is of the same form. Tho tranafer func- 

tion of the analog has this same form a1so however1 the 

channel gain, time constants and conversion factors to con- 

vert the output voltage to inches on the plotting board ro 

all included. If equatIon (21) is solved in terms of the 

actual problem and the correapondin ana1op equation writ- 

ten, by equating the varIous constants, the values of volt- 

ages for the various initial conditions can be readily 

found. 

An alternate way of determining the initial velocities 

to be set in is as follows: When, as In an electron iena 

problem, the electron moves from a re;ion of voltage V1 to 

a ro'ion essentially V2 as measured from the point at which 

the electron is at rest, it Is the ratio of V2 to that 

determine8 the trajectory. If the mapnitudes of both are 

increased by the same factor, the trajectory will remain 

the same althouh th' velocity will he increased. The 

energy relations at these two voltages are: 
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V1e m (i2 + i2) (22) 

anJ V2e 1 (*2 Y22) (23) 

The ratio of these two equations shows that 

(2 + i2/22 + Y02) (24) 

Furthermore, for a fixed value of V1 and a fixed ratio 

v2/v1 the change in energy of the electron between V1 and 

V2 is constant, or 

22 + Y22) -(i2 + i2 Y (25) 

Another mown relation is /X1, which is doterriined 

by the mitai direction of the electron motion. iy making 

UL initial run with any arbitrary initial velocities, the 

value of in equation 25) can be det3rnìineJ by observing 

the voltages proportional to velocity when the probe moves 

In the vicinity of V2. The initial setting desired can be 

calculated from equations (24), (25) and the initial direc- 
tion and gives for 

V- 

;. = - l)(1 4- rn) (26) 
Vi 

w}ere m 

Thc initial velocity of the device can be checked in 

terme of applied voltaes by setting in the velocity and 

placin; the probe array in a rectanu1ar tank set up to 
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have a 2-dimesional r'tardin electric field eq'al to 

twice the equivalent voltap:e of the initial velocity. The 

probe should then move exactly half the distance between 

the electrcde before reversing its direction of mction. 

For plott1n manitudo ar.d phase bd on the s-plane, 

the initial ca1ibrtiori must be obtained from known pointa 

on the plane. For example, in order to plot magnitude con- 

tours, which correspond to equipotential lines in the anal- 

oy, the maitude must be known at some point in the 

plane. The probe will automatically trace out the contour 

if it is set at the known point. In orer to trace 

another maitudo cor.tour with, for exaiple, twice the 

:na»..tude of the 1c-,ov.'r point, the probe could he moved to 

a point where it would read twice the potential of the 

calibration point and thí would thor. correspond to the 

new manitude positiom 

ihaso contours must each be found separately by hnow- 

in one point of the desIred locus. I.lthou.Th this is not 

too convenient there are a number of short cuts In evalu- 

ating the position of the root locus, or the lLO0 

line. One point easily found is the value at which the 

locus crosses the imainary axis. Also, the asymptotes 

are easily obtained. ior details see Truxal (23, p. 221- 

277). 
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::. TIPiT2T 

1. The Electrolytic Tank 

The size and shape of the electrolytic tank depend on 

several factors. It niust be 1are enough so that models of 

a convenient size can b used to secure the dcsired accu- 

racy. For instance, if the nominal dimensions of the model 

were to he 10 Inches, the construction and placing of the 

model should be carried out to botter than 0.10 inches if' 

l maxiniuìri error is to be achieved. Since this Is not 

difficult in most cases the model size could be reduced or 

the accuracy would e Increased. 

The tank be large enough so that the edges 01 the 

tanì: do no adversely affect the problem. Often the prob- 

lern can be set up entirely with either conducting or insu- 

lating boundaries, thereby eliminating these edge effects. 

In cases where an infinite conducting layer is required, 

such as for USC with complex variables, a special double 

layer tank can be constructed to approximate this condition. 

fhe principle involved in the double layer' electro- 

lytic tank is as follows. The upper layer oJ a circular 

tank is connected at the periphery to the lower part of the 

tank. A single conductor at the center of the lower tank 

acts as infinity ani it can be shown that the lower part 

electrically terminates the upper part so that it appears 
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ss part of an infinite onc"ietin, shoot (4) . 'urrent 

introduced at any point on this plane wIll then flow out 

equally in all directions through the electrolyte and out 

the electrodc correspondin. to infInity. 
Anothr facto! to be considered is one of temperature 

rise in th tark due to cuaTrent flow. 

tend to stabilize rapid room teapeiat 

romo electrolytic tanks incorporate a 

riaintaI constant terrperature (). 

1thoue;h scme tanks arc as large 

" large tank will 

uro variations as well. 

control system to 

a several feet In 

length, width and depth (10), the tank used here is i 

inches by 22 Inches by 3 inChes deep. The apparatus will 

inches. tank 

ie vill easily bccornnoc1ate :odols with nominal dimensione 

of fron one to six inches, reçùiring placervrit within ±u.Cl 

inches to be withIn error. Lnother tank viith a double 

layer is aleo used and tbi is 16.5 inches in d.arrAete1 and 

2.5 inches deep. The upper layer is connected at the pe- 

riherj by 0.25 inches of electrolyte. The depth of both 

layers is .5 inches and the separator is 0.125 Inches. 

¡ir) e3e view of this' tank Is shown in Fi;ure 1. f-rovision 

i made for leveling the tanks and also for tlting the 

rectangular tank for problems having cylindrical symmetry. 



FIGURE 1 
EDGE VIEW OF DOUBLE lAYER TANK 

FIGURE 2 

SUBSTITUTION BRIDGE USED DR 
DETERMINATION OF POlARIZATION EFFECTS 
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2. .iectrodos and eetroìye 

The mitheat1ca1 analogies hiven in section II aiuinc 

a purely risit1ve conductin medium. Considerable diffi- 

culty is encountered in trinv to achieve this with an 

electrolytic tank because of a phenomenon rnowrx as the 

polarization effect (5). Although the electrolyte by it- 

ceif appears resitive, the junction of the electrodea and 

electrolyte conetitute an inpedance that i capacitive. 

An equivalent circuit o the combination is a resistance 

representing: the electrolyte rositance in series with a 

parallel combination of resistance and oipacitance repro- 

senting the contact or rolarization effect. 

In order to fulfil the reourement of heinï pure 

resistance, an electrolyte-electrode conbination 'ust be 

used sucb that the polarization inedence is very small 

compared to the resistance of the electrolyte. A figure 

of merit, , as defined by Einstein (5) is the res1tance 

per cubic centimeter of the eler'trolyte c1ivide by the sur- 

face impedance of one square centimeter of electrode sur- 

face. This has the dimensions of 1/cm and the reciprocal 

of' F is the maximum apparent shrinkage of the electrodes, 

or the ecpüval.ent. e'-tension of the lenRth of the electr- 

lyte reouired to give the observed impedance. 

A small cell was ccnstructeì to study different elec- 

trode-electrolyte cornbinatiorLs. A polystyrene tube was 
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f orined to hola a rixea electrode at one end arid a socund 

electrode that could be moved a known amount by means of a 

lead Berew. The cell was filled with electrolyte and the 

electrodes placed in contact. Fy me&na of the calibrated 

screw the separation of the electrodes could then te set to 

any desired spacing up to i inch. 

y means 01' a substitution bridge (1igure 2), th corn- 

jonents of the equivalent circuit of the cell were deter- 

mined. Although many combinations of , r, and c would 

balance the bridge, the correct settln was round by oou- 

blin the electrode spacing and again balancing the bridge. 

if the polarization impedance values aid not ch&nge appre- 

ciably ani i the electrolyte equivalent resistance dou- 

bled, then the circuit was equivalent to the cell. these 

values were arrived at by a trial and error procedure. 

The frequency 01' operatIon of the tank is another 

Important factor in minimizing the errors due to polariza- 

tion effects. Operation at d-c is not fes8ible because 

the gasses e!erate1 by electrolysis continually chank;e 

the resistivity of the solution. At low frequencies the 

effects of polarization are much more pronounced than at 

higher frequencies, as shown In Igure 3. et much hI1ìer 

frequencies, although effects of polarization are reduced, 

stray capacitances In the aystei make these frequencie8 

more difficult to deal with. lirequencies commonly used 

range from about 400 cycles per second to about 1500 cps. 
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FIGURE 3 

RESISTANCE AND CAPACITANCE COM1NENTS OF POlARIZATION 
DR DISTILlED WATER AND POLISHED BRASS ELECTRODES 
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ftor comparing the relative figures of merit of brass 

and copper electrodes with tap arid distilled water it raa 

found that polished brass and distilled water gave very 

good results with an F of 100/cm. Cleaning the brass with 

hydrochloric acid raised F to over /em The poorest 

combInation was tap water and copper, with F equal to 7/cm. 

Tì'ese resilts were obtainec at 400 cps. The choice of fre- 

quency can be justified by observing Figure 3, whIch was 

obtained for etched and polished brass and distilled water. 

As frequency is increased above 400 cpa very little advan- 

tage in polarization effects is obtained. V/ith the param- 

eters chosen to 3ve a fiure of merit over 300/cm, the 

maximum apparent shrinkae of the electrodes is 1es than 

1.3 mIls, 

3. Probes 

The probes necessary to measure potentials arid gradi- 

ents th the electrolytic tank have been r:iven many shapes 

and sizes by numerous authors, 0f the many types, the four 

pin probo seems to combine a minimum of error due to the 

finite spacing of' the probes in the x and y directions with 

a maximum of versatility. The absolute potential of the 

point In question can be closely approximated by the aver- 

tc;e potential of the four probes. The x and y raients 

are also indeoendently available. 
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In order to meia'ire the tr'ie cra1et lt wot1d be 

nfcc8sary te !iave probes of infiniteslmal diameters snaced 

inttnitcs1.ma1i.y close tnrrAther. Th neares' approach to 

this is comprom1s. ThA pain of th iwohvs rit b 

cnsistit w1ti th voltace arnplitwle available to th 

model9 a well. as the a'e'ae pnr1n the o1ctrodis. 

That le, the raTu1ent in the tank must be such that when 

multiplied by the spacing of the probes, a voltae resulta 

that can be dealt wtth conveniently. Another consider'i- 

tlon Is that the 'orobes must be rigid in order to 'iaintain 
proier positonin with une and also presoni; enough surface 

area to the electrolyte n that the effects of polartza- 

ttcrn are not too avere, 
The proh array used with this system consists of four 

2O brass wires (32 mils in diameter) mounted to lorri the 

corners of a square. Although the actual soacIn of the 

dtaona1 'airn is slightly larger, the apparent ele.ctri- 

caily rletermiried snncing is about 40 iii1s. This was 

talned by caiibratinR and ba1anc1nr the probe preariIfiers 
and then p1acin the probe array in a ir1forn field with a 

known redIent, and observing the voltaíe difference he- 

tween the pairs of' probes. 

The probe nysteir is one of the largest potential 

sources of error. For one thins, the mero presence of the 

probes in the electrolytic model must necessarily distort 
the field in the vicinity of the probes. Although an exact 
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Ieterminatthn of the effocts of the presence of the p2obe 

arrar iì quito d±ffcu1t, an approximation of the perturba- 
tion has been made and found to be ne114b1e (13) . 

L'-at1on of th finitn snacing has also shown thl$ error to 

be 3Ta11 (22). iany types of proboH have been tried to 
minimize errore. These Include liquid probes (19) and 

probes mountoil at the tank IOttON (20). It may be that 

p:opor cholc3 of the probe diarneter would 1ad to a mini- 

muni ]istortion of th field. If tho rdis of the probe 
wer ciado eua1 to the equlvalint Bhrthcae of the alec- 
trol!ta-electroa eo'ibination (i/F, sa section lIT-2), 
the eq1v1ent ii:ìeter of tha probe .vou1d approach zero. 

The effects rc3rna1nin to diatort the field woili be that 
of the po1aization capacitance arid any current that flows 

out the probes. The latter effect is minimized by using 

a cathode follower to istch each pin of the probo to a 

çrearnpllfier. 
One ajor difficulty la aaociated with the dopth of 

penetration of the probe. L'ue to the rneniscu, the eur- 

face of the electrolyte can be dented and extende.i, and 

Lath of these effect8 greatly change the ;radient measured 

by the probes (See section IV-1 for details). 
It was found to be rather difficult to reproduce read- 

ings of the radient obtained from a known uniform field. 
This was apparently because each time the probe array W98 

raised and lowered into the electrolyte a larger part of 
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thc prob63 had oecoie wcttd. This ieant that eich t1rie a 

dL forert pcnetratiorì 'was reuireQ to mmnirrtlze the ienscus, 

resu1tin, in ffornL recUns. ri att!tpt was made to 

elirninatg tiz wettin action by coating the sides of tite 

wires with a thin layex' oi paraiTin, leaving only the lower 

end exposed to the eloctrolte. hia pertiitz the a'ry to 

be set successively b oye with 1os than l error. how- 

ever, it is bhon necessiry that th' traverso niochanisii be 

properly 1evo1e o that as thu p'obe is moved about, ho 

depth of anctra'ion d008 not chango apprciably. 

4. 2Jyst!!! 

servo system, a1trìou not a noccssarr 7art of an 

electrolytic analog, can reducc hours of laborioua plotting 

b hand to a few :i1ntej of actual runrìin tirie ith an 

automatic electrolytic analog the iajor effort in sol'vLng 

pxobleina is d,1eßated to te constction of models, 

scaling and perhaps a numerical check on the answer, with 

little recard for t'fl43 solution time on the analog. ariy 

work on automatic features was done to obtain electron 
trajectories by Ciabor and Langinuir in 1437 (7, 14) and have 

since been followed by many others (3, t, , 16, 18, 22). 
Althou,h many types of control systems are applicable to 
the electrolytic analog, this aiscuesion will be IliTited 

to details of the servo employed here. 
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The ¡zradient8 measured by the probes are the inputs 
used by the eloctronic analog computer (See Section III-6) 
to arrive at a solution for the problem being solved. This 

solution is in terms of voltages proportional to the x and 

y coordinate8 of the probe position. It is then up to the 
servo to position the probe at this point. separate and 

identical control system is used for each coorUnate. 
The output of the electronic analog computer is a 

voltage between zero and plus e1.çhty volts d-c. In series 
wIth this is a voltaje selected fror a ten-turn potenti- 
orneter with eighty volts Impressed across the extremos. 

Ey proper positioning of the center tap, the position volt- 
age can be exactly cancelled. If it is not cancelled, the 
error voltage is amplified and used to control d-c riotor 

that drives the sliding arm of the potentiometer In a di- 
rection to make the error zero. The same drive chain con- 

trollin; the sliding arm of the potentiometer is uset to 
position the probe carriage. The conversion factor between 

voltage and position of the probe and pen carriae ia ap- 

proximately 2..5 volts per inch. Considerthg the line width 

of the pen and mechanical errors the coordinates of the 
locus of the pen cannot be read closer than about 0.01 

inches. To fully utilize this precision the electronics 
would have to be zeroed and accurate to within ±25 nillj- 

volts, which would be extremely difficult to achieve. 
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As an attempt to minimize the errors due to static 

friction, the d-c control motor drives one side of a dif- 

ferential and a synchronous motor drives the other side. 

The output, which is the difference between the two inputs, 

is used to position the probe carriage. This requires that 

the d-c motor be turning at the same rate as the a-c motor 

for the carriage to be at rest. Therefore, to move the 

probe it is only necessary to speed up or slow down the 

d-c motor. 

The servo is a second order system; that is,one having 

zero positional error and zero velocity error in the steady 

state. Ari experimental investi;ation showed zero detecta- 

ble acceleration error for a step of velocity equal to over 

half of the maximum capability of the system. For larger 

steps of velocity a small acceleration error was noticea- 

ble. However, due to the fact that most problems will have 

smoothly changing veiccities, and can always be scaled down 

in time, it is believed that the servo is entirely adequate 

for this system. 

5. Integrators 

Some form of differential analyzer is a necessary part 

of an automatic device to solve Laplace'8 equation. The 

early automatic trajectory tracers used mechanical differ- 

ential analyzers. !\ore Common recently are the electronic 

analog integrators or numerical integration performed by 



digital computers. The mechanical devices were not very 

satisfactory as the time required was considerable and 

errors were excessive. The other extreme, digital inte- 

grators, can be made as accurate as desired. However, the 

analog-to-digital converter along with the digital computer 

comprises considerable equipment. One existing unit is 

also quite time consuming, taking from 5 to 20 minutes for 

a single trajectory (17). 

This system employs electronic analog integrators 

with d-c gain of several thousand and time constants of 

5O seconds. The first integrators in both x and y channels 

are linear with±n 1% from -80 to +80 volts. The second 

integrators have a range of zero to 80 volts. Initial con- 

ditlorie are suplieï to both integrators from the console. 

The initial voltages on the first integrators correspond 

to the initial velocity when connected for electron trajec- 

tories. The initial conditions on the second integrators 

set the initial position in x and y coordinates. Relays 

are used to switch from initial conditions to the problem 

when the problem is started. 

The use of chopper stabil1zttion would be a worthwhile 

improvement on these integrators as the present ones are 

plagued with drift, and it is probable that a largo part of 

the system error comes from this source. Vith the other 

system constants these integrators permit a maximum plot- 

tini, speed of 1 inch per second. 
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6. Systei Details 

The arrangement of the electrolytic tank and associ- 

ated equipment for use in solving electron trajectories Is 

shown In the block diagram, Figure 4. The operation of the 

computer can be described as follows. 

A 400cps oscillator generates a sine wave with very 

little distortion. This is then amplified and will supply 

about ten watts to the console where six controls select 

taps on the output transformer to provide voltages from 

zero to 100 volts in one volt steps for use in setting up 

the problem in the electrolyte. These controls are shown 

in Figure 5 at the left center of the photograph. 

An x-y traverse mechanism moves the probe array in 

the electrolyte and a pen on the plotting board. Each of 

the probes feeds a preamplifier, shown at the top of Figure 

5, which presents a high impedance to the probe and a low 

impedance to the subsequent circuitry. Also in the pream- 

plifier circuitry the average voltage of all the probes is 

obtained and fed to the ground amplifier. The function of 

this amplifier is to maintain the average potential of the 

probes at ground potential. This is accomplished by ampli- 

fying the average level and applying it out of phase to the 

secondary of the 400cps output transformer. This allows 

the probes to operate at low a-c voltages to ground and 

therefore minimizes the effects of stray capacitances 
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FIGURE 5 

FNT VIEW OF EIECTIXTIC AflAIQG 
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associated with the probes. A photograph of the probe 

assembly is shown in Figure 6. 

From the preamplifier the probe voltages are fed to 

their respectie x and y ohase detectors where the differ- 

encesbetween the probe a-c potentials are converted to d-c 

potentials proportional to the voltage radient in the 

direction being considered. 

The resulting x and y gradients are then used to 

solve the desired problem by feeding them into the neces- 

sary integrators and amplifiers. For the case shown in 

the block diagram in which it is desired to plot an elec- 

tron trajectory, it is necessary to perform a double inte- 

gration on both the x and the y gradients and also to pro- 

vide the necessary initial conditions. Initial velocity 

and position for both channels are provided front the con- 

Bole. The x and y coordinate8 of the position of the elec- 

tron are proportional to the voltages coming from the stc- 

ond integrators. These voltages are compared to the volt- 

ages coming from precision 10-turn potentiometers connected 

to their respective traverse mechanisms and the error volt- 

ages are fed to the servo drive circuitry which is arranged 

so that for zero error, the traverse mechanism is station- 

ary. A positive error voltage will move the probe in one 

direction and a negative error will cause motion in the 

opposite direction. In this way, the probe and pen will 
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follow the path cf an electron. The plotting table and 

traverse mechanism is shown in Figure 7. 

Th order to have field lines traced automatically it 

is merely necessary to bypass the first inte;rators. This 

X 
E)( 

9f 

Fig. B. Vector diarams 
sho':'ing gradients and velocities. 

(a) For plotting fields. (b) For plotting equipotentlals. 

can be explained by reference to Fi,ure H-a. With this 

corìection: 

vE and Y = (27) 

and it cari he seen that the velocity is in the same direc- 

tion as the gradient, so the probe will follow the field 

lino on which it is placed initially. 

To plot equlpotential lines it is necessary to bypass 

the first inte;rator in one channel, make a unity gain 

amplifier of the first interator in the other channel, and 

Interchange the x and y inputs. With this connection, 

assuming the unity gain amplifier in the y channel: 
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Y (2H) 

In Figure -b it can be seen that this causes the re3ultant 

velocity of the probe to he at right an;lee to the ;radient 

and the probe will then follow the equipotential line on 

which it is initially placed. 

Some of the other' features of this equipment that are 

not necessary for the operation of the ana1o, but do add 

much in the way of convenience are listed below. 

Panel lights indicate whether the sytern is in the 

"initial condition" position or in "operate". Push buttons 

are provided to put the equipment in either position. If 

the probe carriage reaches a et limit of its excursion 

the system will automatically return to "initial condi- 

tionstt. Then in the "operate" position the pen is auto- 

matloally lowered onto the plotting board. 

Overload liL,hts on the control panel warn of voltage 

exceeding a set liuiiit in the x arid y phase detectors and 

the first intee;rators. Li-hts indicating the location of 

the overload renain on until the trouble is corrected aïid 

a reset hutton is depressed. There is also an audible 

signai while the overload is present. 

A calibration switch on the preamplifier chassis will 

apply a calibration voltae to the preamplifiers for use in 

checking the adjustment of the equipment. The amplitudes 
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of the cal1hrFt1cr1 si;nals are adjuetahie at the console 

from 0.005 to 5 volte in teì steps. 

?onitor controls allow any two of the following; vo't- 

ages to he metered at two pair of terrtini; acceleration, 

vc1ocit:, and position for both the x and y char-els. 
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IV. SOTJRCFS OF ERROR 

In any complex system the overall accuracy is very 

difficult to predict. If the error of each component were 

completely random and Independent of the others, the prob- 

lam would he a simple one of statistics. However, in this 

case these conditions are not satisfied and about all that 

can be said is that the accuracy of each component must be 

several times better than the desired ove'all accuracy. 

1 Probe errors 

AB already mentioned in section III-3 the probes are 

one of the main points at which errors can arise. The very 

fact that the probes are present in the electrolyte dis- 
torts the field in the vicinity of the probes. Also, the 

finite size and spacing of the individual probes in ari 

array gives rise to errors. However, these errors have 

been approximately evaluated and found to be very small. 

A problem or much greater magnitude is that of the 

combined e±fect of meniscus, probe penetration depth and 

the effects 01' capillary action which tenda to draw the 

electrolyte up into the center of the probe array. A four- 

pin probe with close spacing Is particularly susceptible 
to this last effect . In ì'igure 9 Is shown a curve of 

measured gradient versus depth of penetration. It can be 

seen in the hysteresis-like figure there is considerable 
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dependence on the depth of penetration aß well a the pa8t 

history. Th18 curve wa taken with the four-pin probe de- 

ecribed In section III-3, with a paraffin coating on the 

s1de of the probe wires. i. reasonable place to operate 

on this curve would be on the horizontal portion just after 

the probe has reached the naxirnuin depth and 5tartei bacs 

up. Here, the gradient is essentially con8tant for a 

change in depth of several mils. Actually, it was round 

that more consistent results could be obtained by lowering 

the probes below the surface only a few mils and then 

backing up until the meniscus disappoars. Vith this tech- 

nique the gradient measurements could be reproduced with 

a precision of bettor than 1%. 

Leveling of the probe carriage meohania'n is very im- 

portant in minimizing probe errors. If the carriage is 

not level, as the probe array is moved around the tank the 

depth of penetration will vary. This may result in erro- 

neous gradient measurements. 

2. Tank Errors 

There are a number of errors associated primarily with 

the tank. Polarization effects distort the basic ìnathemat- 

ical analogy arid need to be minimized. Surface effects, 

such as dust particles on the surface and the meniscus 

around the edges of the model can introduce errors. This 

latter error can be minimized by filling the tank exactly 
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to the upper edge of the model. Addition of a wetting 

aent has also been used to minimize the mentecus. 

ivaporation of the electrolyte is another source of 

error. The nianitude depende on the relativo humidity and 

the time required for solution of the problem. Using dis- 

tilled 'water at a relative humidity of atout 5O,, the level 

remained essentially constant for more than an hour. 

Ripple on the electrolyte caused by vibration of the 

motors has caused some corice'n. However, it is helioved 

that the lon,:. time constants of tho inte;rators tend to 

make this error snail. 

Improper leveling of the tank can also cause errone- 

ous resulta. This erroc' was calculated for of 

parallel eictrodes and was found to be: 

rror Thc/ -( '/L (i - :/2 + ) (29) 

I KL (KL)2 \l _ _. + 
5 

where is the applied potential 

X is the distance from one electrode toward 

the other 

L is the electrodo spacin; 

L is the error in dEpth at one ed;e. 

'.quating the derivative ot this equation to zero will give 

the point of maximum error as approximately 

L/2 - FL2/ (3)) 
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This was evaluated for L = lo inches, E = i volt and 

= 10 mils arid the maximum error was about O.25. 1th 

spirit levels it is not unreasonable to expect 1evelin to 

within about one mil per foot, so that the error from this 

source can be made ifl3Lnh1iCaflt. 

With care in choosing the various parameters for use 

in the tank, such as a large figure of merit for the elec- 

trode-electrolyte combination (see section III-2) suffi- 

dent size to allow accurate models and good leve1in;, the 

error can be held between 0.1% (19) and 0.2% (5). 

3. blectronic rrors 

The electronic circuitry necosary for an automatic 

electrolytic analog can easily be a source of considerable 

error. The use of a-c voltages for the tank requires dif- 

ference amplifiers and phase detectors to convert the in- 

formation to a form that can be integrated. This required 

good control over linearity and phase shift in the various 

parts of the circuitry. The use of square-wave excitation 

and samp1irig the mid-points ol the resulting gradient volt- 

aes is one method of minimizing these errors at the ex- 

pense of greater complexity. Any error developed in these 

early stages will be amplified many times by the following 

components of the system. 

The natural tendencies of d-c amplifiers to drift must 

be controlled to the point that the drift le very small 
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over at least the problem time. Variations in line voltai;e 

cause similar effects. This requires well reg.ilated d-c 

power Supplio3 and possibly reulated filament supplies. 

areful attention. to balancing chainel ains and 

zeroinl!: all units after a warm-up tine is essential in 

obtaining good resulte. ven so, the electronics accou;t 

for a good share of the total error. In Figure 10, from 

loft to ri;ht, are shown: y and x phase detectors, y and 

x integrators, servo-amplifiers, ground amplifier, 400cps 

source. 

4. ochanical rrors 

(ood mechanical desirn can keep error from this source 

well below 1. These errors arise primarily from backlash 

and friction in the drive mechanism and mechanical toler- 

ances in general. The carriage must move only in a hort- 

zontal rlarie In order that the probe penetration is con- 

stant. Ritdity of the whole suptortIng structure is im- 

portant in keeping down ripples on the electrolyte surface. 



FIGURE 10 

ELFrRONIC CHASSIS OF T1U ElECTROLYTIC ANAIDG 
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V. EX?EIIMENTAL FESULTS 

1. Electron TrRjoctorez 

. f aully of parabolas are showr in Figure 11. ?hee 

were obtained by settin up a uniform field in the electro- 

l.,te and 8etting thø probe in with an initial vilocity per- 

pendlcular to the lieU. Several dlft'erent values of ini- 

tial velocity were used as indicate1 ori the curve. The 

points were obtained theoretically fro:rt the condit1on et 

up an the accuracy at all the calculated pOints Is better 

thar ±35 of the correct coordinates. On this type of prvb- 

lem the spread of several rune can be hell between O.5 

and l. However, th error depends reat1y on the type of 

problem bein solved. 

Errors of this man1tude are far in eces of that 

required for ì study of electron lens aberrations. This 

is adequate to study the effects on the focal point of 

different lens desi.ns. According to referenoe 17, even 

with the use of digital integrators, the accuracy is barely 

sufficient to observe aberrations. The errors are then due 

primarily to the probes. 

t) '-lane Loci 

In Figure 12 are sbown some phase and magnitude 10cl 

on the s-plane for 

3(8) K 
5( s+1j() 
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Th points are calculated values and 3hould all be cut 

by the various lcd. Interpreting. the error o these bd 
1s more difficult than for the trajectories, mnd perhaps 

less meardriJul. ¡ fixoci error on a gO rha'c line will he 

a much larger percentage than the same ancle error on a 

2?00 line, and the percent error would te infinite for a 

zero degree line. A similar 3ituaticn exists with the 

magnitude contours. However, for this example the errors 

were calculated in this way. 

The plot snown is typical ol' th results currently 

being obtained with this equipment for the s-plane bd. 

The maximum error at any ot the calculated points shown 

Was 4.b. A fixed erroz shifted the bd to the left 

enough to be noticeable on the magnitude cont3urs. The 

real axle of the s-plarie was not croessi in this plot 

because the plane was divided in half with an insulator 

and only the upper half plane was plotteu. 
It was found that a chane as small as l in the cur- 

rent applied to one of the eectrodes caused a noticeable 

shift in the bd. since the currents wore not initially 
set with accuracy better than this, the results are not 

unreasonable. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The electrolytic analogieB have been presented and a 

particular equipment configuration has been described that 

will automatically fulfil the necessary requirements to 

íive a soltion to Lap1aces equation. Result8 were pre- 

sented showing electron trajectories and s-plane bd and 

although the errors run as high as 3 to 5 percent at çre- 

sent it is believed that refinement of techniques and cer- 

tain of the electronice will yield results with errors of 

the order of plus and minus l. 

Some of the unique features of this device which were 

not mentioned but which are quite important are as follows. 

The tank can provide 3-dimersional solutions to certain 

types of problems (10). pace charge can be sim'ilated by 

adLit1on of current sources in the area where the charge 

eists (11). Conductivity of the electrolyte can be varied 

in any desired manner by changing the depth of the electro- 

lyte by inserts placed on the tank bottom. This allows 

simulation of varying dielectric constants or permittivity. 

The electrolytic tank is versatile enough to provide 

the engineer in nearly every field with a means for 

obtaining a fast, reasonably accurate, analog solution. 
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APPENDIX 

Detailed Operating Instructions 
for the Electrolytic Analog 

1. Allow at least i hour warrì-up after turning on fila- 
monts ar!c. power switches before attempting any adjust- 
ment s. 

2. Place models in the tank and fill to top of model with 
distilled water. 

3e Connect operational amplifiers to solve the desired 
problem. 

4. Set the 400 cps signal at the 100 volt output termi- 
rial (at upper left end of the console) to 100 volts 
rris by adjust1n the gain of the 400 cps amplifier. 

5. Turn switch on the preamplifier chassis to the Cali- 
brate position. 

6. Connect a high impedance low range d-c voltmeter to 
one set of monitor terminals (at the right end of the 
console) and turn the monitor switch to A, accelera- 
tion in the y-direction. 

'7. With the calibrate controls on the console set to 
zero, the Y-phase detector chassis should be adjusted 
to zero on the monitor voltmeter. 

8. Place the slide switch on the preamplifier chassis to 
the Differential Adjust position arid with a calibrate 
signal applied, ad.lust the "Y" control on the pream- 
plifier chassis to zero the monitor voltmeter. 

9. WIth the slide switch in the Balance position and a 
calibrate voltae applied, the çain of the phase de- 
tector chassis can be adjusted to any desired value 
by observing the monitor voltmeter. 

10. Follow steps 5 through 9 for the X channel. 

11. With the monitor control in the position and with 
the initial condition controls for V set to zero 
adjust the balance control on the first Y integrator 
to read zero on the monitor voltmeter. (A coarse 
balance is accessible by pulling the chassis out about 
half way). 
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12. Depress the Operate button on the console and set the 
Drift Adjust of the first Y integrator to hold the 
output to zero. Increased sensitivity can be obtained 
by pushing the red button oì the integrator cha8sis 
which decreases the tIre constant of the integrator. 

13. Depress the Initial Condition button and repeat otep 
12 until drift has been. reduced adequately. 

14. Repeat steps li, 12 and 13 for the first X integrator. 

15. With the Y initi1 position set to zero and the mon- 
itor control set to Y, adjust the Falance contro! on 
the second Y integrator to zero on the monitor volt- 
meter, (A coarse cortrol is accessible by pulling 
the cha5sis out about half way). 

16, Depress the Operate button and adju3t drift control 
as for the first inteprators. Return to initial 
conditions wher properly adjusted. 

17. repeat steps 15 and 16 for the second ' integrator. 

18. Set the inittal X and Y position controls to mid- 
range and turn on the motor switch. This should 
approximately center the probo over the tank. 

19. After allowing the motor8 about 5 minutes to warm up, 
ground the Y error terminal and adjust the i-C Center 
control so that rounc1in and ungrounding the error 
teriina1 causes no motion of the probe carriage. 

20. Repeat step 19 for the X motor. 

21. l'ho analog is now ready for problem solution. 

22. et in the desired initial positions and velocities. 

23. Lower the probe until it makes a slight depression on 
the surface of the electrolyte and then raise the 
probo until there is no meruiscus visible. 

24. Place the pen switch in the Automatic position. 

25. Press the operate button. 


